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Women in the Workplace

Multi-year pro bono investment project by 
McKinsey & Company

In partnership with LeanIn.org, we publish a 
report every year examining the state of women 
in corporate North America. Read the full report 
at: www.womenintheworkplace.com

279
Participating 
companies

13M
Employees in 
participating 
companies

64,000
Employees 

surveyed on their 
workplace 

experiences
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THE CASE FOR 

GENDER
DIVERSITY

Talent

Value

Performance



TALENT 

Winning the war for talent requires 
winning the war for women

Head of Talent, 
Philips

It’s not about being 
politically correct or 
about being nice. 
Diversity is going to 
be imperative 
because it’s critical 
for our economy 
and talent pipeline.

College graduates 

43%57%

Entry-level jobs

52%48%
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… more likely to outperform1

Gender diverse companies are …

21%
Ethnically diverse companies are … 

33%
… more likely to outperform1

1 McKinsey “Delivering through Diversity” (2018)

Diverse companies outperform
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PERFORMANCE
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VALUE

What is the power 
of parity? 

$28 
trillion globally 

… if women achieve full parity – the size of the current US 
and China economies combined

$2.1 
trillion in the US

… bigger than the GDP of Texas

+ 6.4 million 
jobs

+ 1% U.S. GDP  
growth per year 
through 2025
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Pipeline data
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The corporate pipeline is leaky…and women of 
color face the steepest drop off
% of employees by level in 2018

68%

19%

4%

67%

19%

4%

59%

24%

6%

52%

26%

8%

46%

16%

27%

12%
17%

16%

31%

16%

31%

36%

38% 34% 29% 23% 22%48%

C-suiteSVPVPSr. Manager/ 
DirectorManagerEntry level

White men

Men of color

White women

Women of color

2018 Pipeline
% women

12% 9% 9%13%
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The problem is even more pronounced in engineering and construction 

% of employees by level in 2018

73%

17%

83%

8%

76%

12%

71%

13%

C-suiteSVPVPSr. Manager/ 
DirectorManagerEntry level

White men

Men of color

White women

Women of color 3%3%2%4%
11%

38% 34% 29% 23% 22%48%
% women 
across all 
companies

10% 7% 8%
12%

63%

15%
16%

6%

31%

17%

23%

50%

15
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MenWomen

Why employees plan to leave

81% 
of women who plan to leave 
their company in the next 
two years intend to stay in 
the workforce

Taking a role 
at another 
company

Leaving the 
workforce to 

focus on 
family

82%

81%

0%

2%

% of women and men who left their jobs in the last year
Women and men leave at a similar rate 

15%
15%

In general, attrition is not the problem
% of employees by level in 2018
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20%

10%
9%

6%

13%

21%

12%
10%

8% 8%

11%

0%
Entry level Manager VPSr Mgr/ Director SVP C-Suite

% of employees that left1 the industry2 by gender % of women % of men

SOURCE: 2018 Women in the Workplace pipeline data for US/Canada

1 Attrition rate defined as people who left the company/total number of employees at the beginning of the year within each level
2 Aggregate results from Engineering and construction Industry Benchmark (8 companies submitted pipeline data) 
Note: Bars may appear to be different sizes despite having same value because of rounding to nearest whole number – different size bars reflect decimal point difference

This is also true for the 
engineering and construction industry 
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A key driver is women falling behind early –
first promotions are the most inequitable

Women are

21%
less likely
than men to 
be promoted 
to manager

Black women are 
particularly 
disadvantaged as 
they are

40%
less likely
than men to be
promoted to manager

Men
All women
Black women
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SOURCE: 2018 Women in the Workplace pipeline data for US/Canada

1 Entry level not included because employees are typically hired externally into this level
2 Aggregate results from Engineering and constriction Industry Benchmark (8 companies submitted pipeline data) 
Note: Bars may appear to be different sizes despite having same value because of rounding to nearest whole number – different size bars reflect decimal point difference

4% 4% 4%

2%

6%
6%

2%

4%
3%

2%

SVPManagerEntry level Sr Mgr/ Director VP C-Suite

There are important differences in promotion 
rates between men and women in the industry2

Promotions as % of total male/female employees in previous level % of women % of men

N/A1
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At equal rates
of hiring and 
promotion

At current rates
of hiring and 
promotion

+10%   

39%

48%

+1%

In 10 years, women’s representation among managers 
could change by…
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What do women’s and 
men’s experiences 
tell us?
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A similar proportion of men and women want promotions
MenWomen

Black women

All women

White women

Latinas

Asian women

Lesbian women

All men

% of employees who want to be promoted

75%

71%

68%

83%

76%

80%

72%
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But women face more challenges at work 
MenWomen

Needing to provide more 
evidence of your com-
petence than others do

Being addressed in a 
less- than-professional 
way

Being mistaken for 
someone at a much lower 
level than you are at

Having your judgment 
questioned in your area 
of expertise

Hearing demeaning 
remarks about you or 
people like you

16%

31%

26%

16%

10%

20%

27%

36%

10%

16%

Most women face workplace microaggressions, and these encounters add up
% of employees who have these experiences during the normal course of business
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% of women% of men

Socializes with me outside of work 55 47

Provides the resources I need to succeed 49 45

Promotes my contributions to others 46 44

Helps me balance work and personal demands 4644

Helps me navigate organizational politics 41 37

Creates opportunities for me to showcase my work 45 42

Women receive less support from managers
% of employees who report their manager . . .
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WhiteAsian LatinaBlack Lesbian women Men% of women who think …
How women view opportunity

They have equal opportunity for 
growth as their peers 57%54%55%55%45% 65%

Promotions are based on fair 
and objective criteria 46%45%44%43%32% 50%

The best opportunities go to the most 
deserving employees 45%45%44%42%31% 52%

And black women face even greater challenges
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Many of us have likely been 
the “only” or one of the 
“only” people or your gender, 
race, ethnicity, or sexual 
orientation in the room?

21McKinsey & Company
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Being an only woman feels worse than being an 
only man

§ Nearly 20% of women 
describe being an 
‘only’ as an everyday 
experience. This figure 
is 45% for women of 
color

§ Women who frequently 
experience being an 
only are more likely to 
leave

% of women % of men

Under pressure to perform 38 10

On guard 31 11

Included 25 26

Fortunate to be there 23 11

That your actions reflect on people like you 22 7

Closely watched 22 8

Left out 25 10

Positive experience

Negative experience

Not clearly positive 
or negative
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Women non-onlysWomen onlys

SOURCE: 2018 McKinsey and LeanIn.Org Women in the Workplace study 

Women onlys are more ambitious, yet they are 
more likely to think of leaving their companies

Ambition level

Want to be 
promoted to the 
next level

Want to be a top 
executive

Often think about 
leaving your job

Thinking of leaving 
in the next two 
years

Thinking of leaving
% of women onlys vs. Non-onlys who . . . % of women onlys vs. Non-onlys who . . .

78% 68%
45%

28%
26% 17%

34%
25%
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Recognizing the problem is the first step to fixing it

….Nearly 45% of men think women are 
well represented in leadership

Remarkably 28% of women agree

In companies where only 
one in ten senior leaders is a 
woman…
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Offer 
employees 
the flexibility 
to fit work 
into their 
lives

Make senior 
leaders and 
managers 
champions 
of diversity

Make the 
“Only” 
experience 
rare

Foster an 
inclusive 
and 
respectful 
culture

Ensure that 
hiring and 
promotions 
are fair

Get the 
basics 
right—
targets, 
reporting, and 
accountability

1 2 3 4 5 6

Guidelines to 
implement 
change
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How to get the basics 
right –targets, reporting, 
and accountability

▪ Articulate a business case for diversity to employees
▪ Quantify the impact of diversity 

Develop a 
case

Get leaders 
on board

▪ Ensure gender diversity is a priority for senior leaders
▪ Hold senior leaders accountable for progress on diversity metrics

Track 
metrics 

▪ Track representation at each level by gender and race
▪ Track diversity metrics of external hire candidates 

1
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▪ Use automated, unbiased resume screening
▪ Have diverse interview panels

Hiring

Reviews
▪ Set consistent evaluation criteria
▪ Require unconscious bias training for employees 

involved 

Promotions
▪ Require an unbiased third party to sit in on 

discussions 
▪ Require diverse slates of candidates

Ensure that hiring and
promotions are fair 2
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Institute formal 
practices 

Train leaders

Choose diversity 
champions

▪ Develop formal sponsorship programs
▪ Hold leaders accountable for diversity

▪ Offer trainings on how to lead diverse teams
▪ Require leaders to undergo unconscious bias 

trainings 

▪ Encourage managers to challenge bias
▪ Involve leaders in shaping D&I strategy

Make senior leaders 
and managers 
champions of diversity 3
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▪ Develop guidelines and policies for what collegial 
and respectful behavior looks like

▪ Make employees aware of existing policies

▪ Empower managers to address 
disrespectful behavior immediately

▪ Encourage candid, open dialogue on 
diversity issues

Implement policies

Create a respectful 
work culture

Develop inclusive 
structures

▪ Ensure a diversity of voices are 
represented in decision-making

▪ Take a critical look at company and 
team norms for inclusivity

Foster a safe, inclusive 
and respectful culture 4
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Work 
organization

Networks

Hiring &  
promotions ▪ Hire and promote women in cohorts

▪ Cluster women on teams – but think 
deeply about which functions

▪ Create opportunities for women to 
work with other women

▪ Create opportunities for women 
Onlys to connect with other women

Make the “Only” 
experience rare” 5
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6
Offer flexible 
work policies

▪ De-risk participation in flex programs
▪ Give employees the ability to work part time 

Focus on parents
▪ Offer on-site childcare to help working parents
▪ Offer subsidies for childcare services

Make it easy for 
women to come 

back

▪ Offer extended parental leave
▪ Institute programs to smooth the 

transition to and from leave

Offer employees the 
flexibility to fit work 
into their lives
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THANK
YOU

Please let me know if you are interested in 
participating in the 2019 study! 
www.womenintheworkplace.com
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Shannon Peloquin
Shannon_Peloquin@McKinsey.com


